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WHY DO WE 
CARE ABOUT 
RETENTION?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why?Retention is critical for a lot of reasons. Replacing employees is expensive (6-9 months salary of a separated employee to replace them), high turnover makes sustained strategic success difficult, in industries that heavily rely on relationships, like this one, churn can burn.Retention is also a focus worth your time, because if people are leaving your organization, there’s a reason. While there are certainly less resource-intensive canaries to put in our organizational coal mines, departing employees serve that role.So let’s jump right into it. 10 reasons employees are leaving organizations, and 10 solutions to help you address or prevent them in your organization.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why?Retention is critical for a lot of reasons. Replacing employees is expensive (6-9 months salary of a separated employee to replace them), high turnover makes sustained strategic success difficult as you lose visionary leadership and institutional knowledg,e, in industries that heavily rely on relationships, like this one, churn can burn.Turnover is a regular derailer. If you’re consistently operating below capacity because of backfill needs, you’re not making progress on your bank’s key priorities.Retention is also a focus worth your time, because if people are leaving your organization, there’s a reason. While there are certainly less resource-intensive canaries to put in our organizational coal mines, departing employees serve that role.So let’s jump right into it. 10 reasons employees are leaving organizations, and 10 solutions to help you address or prevent them in your organization.



Employees will tell 
you exactly why 
they’re leaving.

Just ask.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why?Retention is critical for a lot of reasons. Replacing employees is expensive (6-9 months salary of a separated employee to replace them), high turnover makes sustained strategic success difficult, in industries that heavily rely on relationships, like this one, churn can burn.Retention is also a focus worth your time, because if people are leaving your organization, there’s a reason. While there are certainly less resource-intensive canaries to put in our organizational coal mines, departing employees serve that role.So let’s jump right into it. 10 reasons employees are leaving organizations, and 10 solutions to help you address or prevent them in your organization.



1. What did you enjoy most about the job?
2. What would you change if you could?
3. Why did you choose to leave?
4. Would you consider working here again 

in the future?

The four-question exit interview.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why?Retention is critical for a lot of reasons. Replacing employees is expensive (6-9 months salary of a separated employee to replace them), high turnover makes sustained strategic success difficult, in industries that heavily rely on relationships, like this one, churn can burn.Retention is also a focus worth your time, because if people are leaving your organization, there’s a reason. While there are certainly less resource-intensive canaries to put in our organizational coal mines, departing employees serve that role.So let’s jump right into it. 10 reasons employees are leaving organizations, and 10 solutions to help you address or prevent them in your organization.
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THE PRE-SESSION OATH
I [your name] promise

that I will try two, and no more than two, of the things
mentioned in this session
and not just the easy stuff

and if something doesn’t work like I hoped
I won’t blame Joey

and I’ll just try something else.
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POOR WORK-LIFE BALANCE
Stop sending after hours emails, meeting invites, status 
reports, etc.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Implement 15-minute breaks for every 

90 minutes worked
 Make things like time off, bereavement 

leave, parental leave, volunteer time 
off, and other ‘life-focused’ time as easy 
to take as possible

72% of employees
consider work-life balance to 

be very important when looking 
for a job.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Work-life balanceTell your managers to stop sending after hours emails, meeting invites, status reports, etc.Save them as drafts, send them in the morning.Sends a message that work stays at work.Implement 15 minute breaks for every 90 minutes worked. – a study by the energy project, a workplace health and wellbeing consulting firm, showed people naturally go form full focus to physiological fatigue every 90 minutes.Structure policies and benefits to support people at their most human – parental leave, bereavement, remote work, volunteer time off.
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POOR LEADERSHIP
Get your leaders in front of your employees early and often.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Hold your leaders to a higher standard, 

and develop employees to meet that 
standard

 Implement a rotating senior leader 
shadowing program

74% of employees 
feel like they’re missing out on 
company information and news.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create opportunities for your bank’s leadership to regularly share updates and engage with your staff. Newsletters, weekly emails, monthly town halls, strategy updates, etc., “Ask the CEO”-themed publicationEstablish a set of competencies for all formal and informal leaders in your bank. Train current and future leaders to those competencies, and hold them accountable through regular reviews/coaching conversations, etc.Implement a rotating senior leader shadowing program, Undercover Boss style without the Undercover.
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TEAM ISSUES
Regular team standups: What were you most proud of 
yesterday? What are you looking forward to today? How can 
your teammates help?

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Create a team mission statement (what 

do we do? who do we do it for? why is 
it important?)

 Do something together: ice breakers, 
team building, volunteering

37% of employees
say “working with a great team” 

is their primary reason for 
staying.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Start daily team standups. What did you accomplish yesterday, what do you want to accomplish today, anything blocking your progress?Include inclusive management and unconscious bias in your manager training.360 degree reviews – Peers reviewing peers as part of the regular review cycle, or more frequently (at set intervals, or ad hoc like after projects) 
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DISCONNECT WITH COMPANY VALUES
Build an onboarding program where this is the first and most 
frequent thing you talk about.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Revise your mission, vision, culture 

pillars, etc.
 Regularly communicate goals, and 

progress on those goals

27% of employees 
who leave in the first year cite 
feeling disconnected from the 

organization.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Build an onboarding program where this is the first and most frequent thing you talk about.Evaluate your mission, vision, culture pillars, etc. Do they align with what you’re doing today and what you want to do tomorrow? Is it time to update them? Do employees know where you can find them? Do employees know how their roles impact each of these?Set regular organizational goals that cascade down to individual employees. 
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NO GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
Create personal development goals along with competency 
or behavioral performance goals.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Host professional development days, 

lunches, happy hours
 Facilitate mentoring relationships

34% of employees 
who left previous positions did 

so because of a lack of 
opportunities for career 

development.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No growth opportunitiesHave employees set skill goals, along with regular performance management process, and allow time to accomplish it.Give employees the opportunity to create their future role.Carve out time for your team’s overall development. Professional development days or breakfasts or lunches, etc.
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BAD MANAGER
Train your managers to be managers.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Communicate specifically to your 

managers
 Give your managers time and capacity 

to manage
50% of employees
leave their companies because 

of their boss.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bad managerTrain your managers to be managers. Communication, motivation, organization, delegation. Everyone Deserves a Great Manager – 6 critical practices. Scott Miller.Communicate specifically to your managers. Achievements, announcements, strategy changes.Give your managers time and capacity to manage. Delegate prior work responsibilities to other team members, operate under the assumption that leadership will dominate most of their time, then fit in only the essentials to the remaining time.
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UNDERAPPRECIATED
Create a public, peer recognition space.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Ask each employee how they want to 

be recognized
 Celebrate personal accomplishments

63% of employees
who feel recognized are

unlikely to look for a new job.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Feeling overworked and underappreciatedCreate a public, peer recognition space. A bulletin board, an email chain, a Teams channel. Make it public, make it easy to see, easy to access, easy to submit.Ask every employee how they best like to be recognized when they start. Public or private, favorite treat, gift card, restaurant, etc.Encourage taking time off for no reason, and structure your policies to reflect that.
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POOR COMPANY CULTURE
Complete a regular (annual) culture survey.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Cultivate coworker connections
 Talk about company-wide initiatives in 

terms of your core values 58% of employees 
wish their company conducted 

employee engagement surveys 
more frequently.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Poor company cultureAsk your employees what’s working and what’s not with a regular culture survey.Create an easy way for employees to share feedback on their day-to-day experience – regular 1-on-1s, email box, etc.Be more transparent. Overcommunicate, overshare, overupdate. 
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LOW PAY
Add low-cost improvements to your total employee 
compensation.

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Reevaluate your job descriptions, and 

the work being performed.
 Annual (or more frequent) performance 

reviews and salary adjustments.

30% of employees
and first-level supervisors 
don’t believe they are paid 

fairly.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Low payRegularly evaluate your pay ranges via salary surveys. Bureau of labor statistics is free. There are 11,000 tellers in Michigan and they make $34,520 annually on average.Adjust pay proactively, not reactively. Regular performance reviews should come with pay changes. Reward new skills, additional responsibilities, etc., with a reflection in pay.
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LACK OF RESPECT OR TRUST
Allow your employees to bring ideas to the table and bring 
them to fruition. 

OR YOU CAN TRY THESE:
 Start having meaningful, employee-

driven 1:1s
 Let your employees do the big, 

important things

Employees at high-trust 
companies report 

74% less stress.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lack of respect or trustAllow your employees to bring ideas to the table and carry them out to fruition. IF they fail, evaluate why, if they succeed, evaluate why.Demonstrate microaffirmations. Small actions that impact how employees learn and develop – eye contact, equal attention, praise, approachability, enthusiasm, cultural acknowledgment, inclusive language.Schedule regular 1:1s between employees and managers and keep them sacred, and entirely focused on the needs of the employee.
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REMEMBER YOUR OATH
I promise

that I will try two, and no more than two, of the things
mentioned in this session
and not just the easy stuff

and if something doesn’t work like I hoped
I won’t blame Joey

and I’ll just try something else.



IT DOES NOT 
MATTER WHAT YOU 

DO.



JUST DO 
SOMETHING.

@learnwithjoey

/joeyspivey
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